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Abstract.
Several aspects of particle induced pitting corrosIOn III aluminum alloys were
investigated by the use of artificial particle clusters. The artificial particle clusters were
made by implanting controlled amounts of AhFe, a multiphase intermetallic compound
with composition 70Al-22Fe-6Cu-2Mn or copper, into a pure aluminum matrix. The
two intermetallic compounds were used to simulate particle clusters found in 7075-T6
and 2024-T3. The copper particles were used to simulate the copper deposits on
parti~s observed in particle induced pitting corrosion in 7075-T6 and 2024-T3.
The experiments showed that when the intermetallic particles are spaced on average
between two and three particle diameters apart, the pitting becomes severe. The critical
particle spacing for copper particles or particles with a copper deposit is between three
and four particle diameters. Severe pitting is defined as the condition where the
dissolution of the matrix due to an exposed particle is great enough to expose particles
previously hidden within the matrix. The newly expos'ed particles can then sustain the
galvanic dissolution of the matrix by exposing further particles.
The experiments also showed that the pitting rate is temperature dependent, and is
controlled by the limiting current density of the cathodic particles in the cluster. The
activation energy for the limiting current density was showed to be approximately 42.4
kllmol. The pitting rate at different temperatures in the artificial particles could be
predicted quite accurately by the use of the activation energy of the limiting current
,density, the volume fraction of particles, the limiting current density at room
temperature, and accounting for acidification inside the pit. The predicted pitting rate at
high temperatures (>60°C), was an overestimation. Migr'ation ,of H+ out of the pit,
-1-
making the)ocal environment inside the pit less severe, is believed to be the reason for
the overestimation of the pitting rate.
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L Background
Airframe structures have been and are still mainly being made from aluminum alloys,
and in particular the 2000 and 7000 series. These alloys have proven to have high
strength to weight ratio, which is the most desirable property in aircraft design. Though
the alloys have reasonably good overall corrosion resistance, they are susceptible to
pitting corrosion and corrosion fatigue.
Pitting corrosion is an extremely localized from of corrosion, where the actual surface
. 1 .
area attacked can be as small as only a few square mIcrometers (Ilm-). The rate of
corrosion in these small areas can be very high and total penetration of the component
can occur in a pit though the overall corrosion of the component is very low. The main
concern about pitting corrosion is that it can act as nucleation sites for fatigue
cracks[1,2,3J. The seriousness of fatigue in the airframe structure was clearly shown in the
much-cited Aloha incident in 1988, where a large part of the airframe structure came off
during a routine flight. This incident in particular came as a wakeup call to the potential .
problems in older airframes. Since that incident there has been a great effort in both the
civilian and the military sector to analyze and prevent pitting and fatigue in planes.
-3-
2. Theory
The nucleation and growth of pits have been the source of much discussion among
scientists. The growth of the pits is mostly agreed to be a result of an autocatalytic
process where the environment in the pit is largely isolated from the bulk environment.
The pit nucleation, however, is still largely under debate.
2.1 Pit nucleation
Aluminum alloys are under normal operating conditions in its passive state, where the
alloy form a very thin stable oxide layer which prevents further corrosion of the alloy.
Pitting is agreed to nucleate by localized breakdown of this passive film to expose the
underlying alloy. How this breakdown is taking place is stitl under debate. The theories
of the breakdown of the passive film can be divided in two main groupsl4J:
• The breakdown occurs at the passive film/metal interface
• The breakdown occurs at the passive film/solution interface
Since the nucleation of pitting has been associated with the breakdown of the film, an
alloy's resistance to pitting is believed to depend on the electrochemical stability of the
passive layer. The passive oxide layer protecting the metal/alloy is stable within a
potential interval. The lower bound of this interval is the potential at which passivation
occurs, and the upper bound is the breakdown potential of the passive film. The critical
pitting potential Epil> is the same potential as the breakdown potential, and isa measure
of the resistance of the alloy to 'pit nucleation. The preserice of cr ions in the solution
-4-
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affects the alloy's susceptibility to pitting by lowering the pitting potential as shown in
fig. 2.1 [5]. Studies have shown good correlation between the pitting potential and the
resistance to pitting corrosion in sea water[6J•
2.1.1 Pit nucleation sites
The nucleation sites for pits are not entirely random..,Since the pits are initiated by the
breakdown of the passive film protecting the alloy, it follows that any flaw in the
protective film will increase the probability of film breakdown. Weaknesses in the
passive film come from heterogeneities in the alloy such as grain boundaries,
dislocations, particles or mechanical flaws in the film.
2.1.1.1 Grain boundaries
Grain boundaries have been observed as nucleation sites for pits[7,8]. However, grain
boundaries with no impurities segregated to it has been observed to not be prone to
pitting attacks [9] • It is therefore believed that the susceptibility for pitting attacks at grain
boundaries is mainly due to impurities. TJe mechanism of which impurities increase the
propensity for pitting attack is by increasing the chemical activity of the grain
boundaries and by disrupting the passive film protecting the alloy.
2..J.1.2 Dislocations
Dislocations are only minor defects in the crystal compared to impurities, precipitates or
grain boundaries, so dislocations play only a secqndary role in commercial alloys. In
pure metals and single crystals the effect from dislocations become more important l91 .
-5-
2.1.1.3 Mechanical./laws
Pure passivated metals which is kept above Epit will nucleate pits randomly. If the same
samples are scratched, the majority of pits will nucleate at the scratches[IOJ.
2.1.1.4 Particles
. Numerous studies have shown that in commercial alloys, pits will nucleate at particles
in the matrix[11.12.13.14]. Since virtually all commercial alloys have precipitates and
constituent particles, it can be concluded that particles are the most important
heterogeneity where pits will nucleate. Particles playa role both in the dissolution of the
matrix and in weak~ning the passive film protecting the matrix.
The presence of particles in a matrix will give rise to micro-flaws in the film[ 15], making
the film thin or non-existent[l6]. Also since the particles are of a different composition
than the matrix, there will be a potential difference between the matrix and the particle,
giving rise to a galvanic couple[I?]. This combination between a weakened passive film
and a galvanic couple makes it an ideal site for pit nucleation. There are four diff~rent
mechanisms for how the pit nucleates in association with the particle[II]:
1) , The matrix has a more noble potential than the particle, making the particle the
anode and the matrix the cathode. This will make the particle dissolve, while the
matrix remains protected as long as the particle is corroding.
-6-
2) The matrix has a more noble potential than the particle, protecting the matrix,
but the particle is multiphased, and one phase is selectively dissolved over the
other phase in the particle.
3) The particle has a more noble potential than the matrix, protecting the particle
while the matrix becomes the anode and dissolves.
4) The potential difference between the matrix and the particle is negligible, so no
preferential attack occurs. However a crevice between the particle and the
matrix due to debonding and/or differences in thermal expansion coefficient can
act as a pit nucleation site.
2.1.2 Pit growth
The classical view of pit growth is that it is a self-sustaining autocatalytic process in
which the corrosion process itself produces an environment that further increases the
pitting corrosion. The process takes advantage of ions in the solutions, such as Cr.
Figure 22[18] shows a schematic view of pitting .corrosion in aluminum with cr ions in
the solution. There are several physical processes occurring simultaneously in the
corrosion reaction:
l) Chloride ions migrate into the pit along with the corrosion current. The enriched cr
solution weakens any oxide layer inside the pit, preventing the pit to repassivate.
2) The solution inside the pit acidifies by the hydrolysis of metal ions.
3) The conductivity of the solution inside the pit Increases by· the increasing
concentration of cr and H+ ions.
-7-
4) The 02 supply inside the inside the pit is limited from low solubility of oxygen in
the acidic solution, and diffusion hindered by the
5) Formation of a dome of hydrate at the pit mouth. This dome also prevents the
dilution of the pit solution by diffusion and convection.
The area surrounding the pit is protected by. the pitting reaction in two ways. The
corrosion current provides a cathodic protection of the surrounding material, and the
alkali formed in the cathodic reaction prevents corrosion.
2.2 Particle induced pitting corrosion.
Most studies of the pit growth have been done on homogenous materials, and little or no
attention had been paid to the particle's role in the pit growth. Recent work by Wei et
al.[1,I7] has shown that not only does particles in the matrix playa great role in the
nucleation of pits, but also in the growth of the pits in 2024 T3 and 7075 T6 aluminum
alloys. Burynski[19] showed that the particles in 2024 T3 and 7075 T6 alloys were of
two main types, small and round, and large and irregularly shaped. The elements in
these particles is shown in table 2.1
Liao[17] showed that the pits in 2024 T3 and 7075 T6 could be divided into two groups,
general and severe pits. Both types of pits were associated with particles in the matrix.
At the onset of pitting the particles could either be cathodic or anodic· relative to the
matrix. However all particles took on a cathodic character compared to the matrix as
the reaction proceeded. Anodic particles would either dissolute preferentially,
dissolving the least noble elements and leaving a particle more noble than the matrix, or
small amounts of copper present in the alloy would first dissolve and then deposit onto
-8-
the anodic particles and make the particles more noble than the matrix. The result was
that any particle would eventually dissolve the surrounding matrix. The general pits
were associated with isolated particles whereas the severe pits were associated with
clusters of particles.
The mechanism as to which the severe pits were formed was proposed to be a chain
reaction involving the particles. The cathodic particles will dissolve the matrix until the
particle has dissolved every contact between the particle and the matrix. However, if the
interparticle distance is small enough, the dissolution of the matrix by one particle will
expose fresh particles previously hidden in the matrix. By the time the original
particle/matrix couple is disconnected, the newly exposed particle will continue the
galvanic corrosion. This particle will again expose new particles, etc. Alas the severe
pits are grown by a chain reaction of galvanic couples. Figure 2.3 shows a mechanistical
model of how the chain reaction proceeds[17J. If the particle spacing is too large, no new
particles have been exposed by the time the original particle is disconnected from the
matrix. This will be the end of the galvanic corrosion reaction, since no new particles
have been exposed. The pit may still grow according to the traditional theory, but this
growth rate is much smaller than the growth rate from galvanic coupling. These are the
general pits identified by Liao.
Compositional analysis of the cathodic particles found in 2024 T3 done by Chen ~t
al.[20J showed that there were two types of cathodic particles:
• AhFe.
• A multiphase particle containing AI, Fe, Cu, and Mn.
-9-
The multiphase particle was not uniquely identified due to limited peaks. The three
strongest candidates are Al23CuFe4, A16Mn and AhMn. Al)Fe and Al5Fe2 are also strong
candidates.
During the galvanic dissolution of the matrix, the cathodic reaction includes
electrodeposition of copper on the particlesI17]. If a cathodic particle is completely
covered by copper on the surface, it effectively turns the intermetallic particle into a
copper particle with respect to the electrochemical reaction in the galvanic couple. This
'transition' from intermetallic particle to copper particle will affect the potential
difference in the galvanic couple,' and hence the driving force in the corrosion reaction.
2.3 Thermally activated processes.
Reaction kinetics may be controlled by a number of factors, such as temperature and
concentration gradients. One type of kinetic behavior is thermally activated processes.
These processes are dominated by an energy barrier in the rate determining step, and the
.probability for the individual reacting species to overcome this barrier. Figure 2A shows
a schematic of an energy barrier. The temperature response of the reaction rate in
thermally activated processes follow an exponential relationship:
_JL
k =Ae RT
Where k is the reaction rate, A is a constant, Q is the activation energy, R is the gas
constant = 8.314 kJ/Kmol and T is temperature in K. The activation energy. is a
measurement of theenergy barrier.
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To measure the activation energy for a given reaction one can use an Arrhenius plot,
which plots liT on the x-axis and log k on the y-axis.
QInk =lnA--
RT
I
Ql
Ink =lnA---
RT
(2.1 )
Equation 2.1 shows that if the plot of liT vs. log k of the measured values lies on a
straight line, the reaction is thermally activated. The slope of the line a is Q/R, so the
activation energy is given by:
Q=aR (2.2)
Equation 2.2 also shows that the activation energy is independent of the measurement of
reaction rate. The same activation energy is obtained if the units of reaction rate is gis,
mis, mlh etc. The activation energy is a measurement of the relative reaction rate to the
reaction rate at infinite temperature. The scaling to the actual reaction rate is given by
the constant A in equation 2.1. A typical Arrhenius plot is given in figure 2 .5
-I 1-
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Table 2.1: Compositions of particles found in 2024 T3 and 7075 T6.
-
Type of particle 2024 T3 7075 T6
Irregularly shaped Al-Fe-Cu-Mn Fe-Cu-Zn-Mn-Si
Al-Fe-Cu-Zn-Mn
Round Al-Cu-Mg Cu-Zn-Si
Al-Cu
'Ni\\"\OU\ CI- ---
------
---
'Ni\\"\cr
----
-"/
-_/ --
log CURRENT DENSITY
Figure 2.1: The effect of increasing cr solution on the pitting potential[51•
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Figure 2.2: A schematically view of pitting corrosion[181•
~ Cathodic Particles
• Anodic Particles
Figure 2.3: A schematic of the mechanism of severe particle induced pitting
. ll71COlTOSIOn .
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Figure 2.4: A schematic view of an energy barrier Eb.
1fT
Figure 2.5: A typical Arrhenius plot, where th~ activation energy is given by the slope
y/x.
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3. Experimental Procedures.
The goal of the experimental study was to obtain the critical particle distance at which
the chain reaction could proceed, and to find the activation energy for the chain
reaction. The study modeled the galvanic coupling between the intermetallic particles
found in 2024 T3 and 7075 T6 alloy, which are cathodic to the aluminum matrix. The
two particle types found in the 2024 and 7075 alloys were separated into two model
particle cluster, A and B. Model cluster A had A1}Fe particles, and model cluster B the
Al-Fe-Cu-Mn intermetallic compounds. The B cluster was modeled by the use of a
multiphase intermetallic compound with composition 70Al-22Fe-6Cu-2Mn. Also the
effect of a copper coating of the intermetallic particles were modeled· by using pure
copper particles. The experimental study was done on models of commercial pure
aluminum (99.9% pure) with artificial particle clusters. yartic1e clusters consisted
of particles with a radius before preparation of 20 to 25 11m. The particles were spaced
2, 3,4 or 5 particle radii apart, giving a total of 12 model alloys.
3.1 Preparation of the specimens.
3.1.1 Determination of densities
To produce the model alloys with a specified particle spacing, the densities of the
different particle types and the matrix had to be known. The densities for AI, eu and
A1}Fe were all taken from tables[2I J• For Particle type B, the density had to be measured
by other means. The method used was displacement of water. A beaker completely
filled with water and a scale accurate to 0.1 g was used. Each weighing was repeated .
-15-
three times, and all weights were identical. To determine the density three different
weight measurements was needed and the density of water, assumed here to be 1.00
g/cm3. The three weight measurements and their measured values were:
• WW =581.7 g. Weight of the beaker filled with water.
• W W+B =645.7 g. Weight of the piece of intermetallic B in the
beaker, then topped with water.
• WB = 84.8 g. Dry weight of the piece of intermetallic B.
From these weight measurements the weight, and subsequently the volume of the water
displaced by the piece of B can be calculated as follows:
Weight of water displaced WWD =WB + Ww - WW+B = 20.8 g. Since the density of
water is 1.00 g/cm3, the volume of the displaced water = volume of the piece of B =
20.8 cm3. The density of intermetallic B:
- 84.8g -408%PB - 3 - • 320.8cnf cm
The densities used for later calculations are shown in table 3.1.
3.1.2 Determination of weight fractions.
(3.1)
To produce artificial particle clusters with a given particle spacing, the weight fraction
of particle material to the matrix material had to be calculated. To do this calculation
some assumptions were done:
• All particles were spherical and had the same size, 20 /lm.
• The particles distribute homogeneously in space.
• The particles distribute in a cubic fashion with lattice
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parameter a = l.
With the cubic cell and spherical particles, the volume of the unit cell is Veell=z3, and the
volume of the particle is Vpart=4n:r3/3 = n:d3/6. The volume fraction of the particles in the
alloy Vfrae is .then:
( J
3
VplIrr d
VIi-lie =--=0.52 -
Veell l
d is the particle diameter and l is the particle spacing.
(3.2)
For the four particle spacing used in the experimental study, the relationship between
the lid ratio and Vfrae is shown in table 3.2.
To get the proper mix of the aluminum powder with the particles to gain the correct
volume fraction, the volume fractions had to be converted into weight fractions.
The volume of species A is:
WA is the weight of A and PA is the density of A.
Therefore the volume fraction of powder A in a Al matrix Vfrae is:
PAl
WAf PAl
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(3.3)
3.4)
Wfrac is the weight ratio of species A to AI. Using e,quation 3.4 and the four particle
spacings and the corresponding volume fractions the required weight fractions can be
calculated. The resulting weight fractions can be found in table 3.3,
screened through two sieves, 20 (ASTM NO. 635) and 25 11m (ASTM NO. 500), first
through the larger one and then through the smaller one. The leftover partides in the 20
11m screen then should range from 20 to 25 11m particle size. The powders were then
mixed with commercial pure Aluminum powder (99.9% pure), that was screened to 40
11m or less, and thoroughly mixed.
Three commercial pure aluminum cylinders (99.9% pure) of diameter 31.24 mm and
height 50 mm, had 24.1 mm deep and 6 mm diameter holes drilled from each end.
These holes were then filled with each aluminum powder/alloy particle mix, and
plugged shut with an aluminum plug. The Cylinders were then extruded to rods with
6.25 mm diameter, to ensure that the aluminum powder/particle mix was compacted to
a solid. The rods were then cut into disks that were used in corrosion experiments. Each
disk is a commercial pure Al with an artificial particle cluster in the center, with either
A13Fe, AIFeMg or Cu particles spaced either 2, 3, 4 or 5 particle diameters apart on
average. The sainples were then named AX; BX or CuX, where A, B, or Cu stands for
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the particle type in the artificial cluster, and X is the particle spacing in diameters, i.e. 2,
3,4 or 5.
3.2 Corrosion experiments.
3.2.1 Determination of critical particle distance.
The critical particle spacing sought was the distance at which the dissolution of the
matrix around one particle is large enough to expose new particles hidden in the matrix.
This distance was found in corrosion experiments conducted at 50°C in 0.5 M NaCl
solution. All 4 different particle spacing were exposed to the NaCl environment for 96
hours and then investigated with an optical microscope to determine if the individual,
pits associated with each particle had linked up or not.
3.2.2 Corrosion rate experiments.
After the critical particle distance was established all alloys with particle spacing equal
to or less than the critical particle spacing were used in the further experiments. For
model alloy A and B the critical particle spacing was established to be 2 particle
diameters and hence only one set of particle spacing were used for these to alloys. For
the model alloy with copper particles, the critical particle spacing was found to be 3
particle diameters, so alloys with 2 and 3 diameter particle spacing were used. The
;---.
specimens used for further experiments were A2, B2, Cu2 and Cu3. The corrosion
experiments was done at four different temperatures, 20, 40, 60 and 80°e. At each
)
temperature, four specimens from each particle cluster type, A2, B2 etc., was used to
determine the corrosion rate by corroding each specimen for a given amount of time.
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The corrosIOn times were dependent on the ,COlTOSlon temperature, with lower
temperature having longer corrosion times. To ensure stable temperatures, a Fisher
Scientific Isotemp Refrigerated Circulator Model 90, was used to control the
temperature. Each sample was placed individually in a smull bottle filled with 0.5 M
NaCl solution and then immersed in the constant temperature bath.
3.2.3 Cleaning and measurements.
After each corrosion test, the specimen was cleaned. The cleaning solution used was a
mixture of phosphoric acid and chromic oxide in water. The solution was chosen
because it is effective in removing corrosion products, but does not introduce any
significant corrosion in the alloys themselves[17J• The cleaning solution was prepared by
mixing 17.5 ml phosphoric acid (H3P04) with 5 g chromic oxide (Cr03), and then
adding deionized water to make a total of I I solution[221.
After the specimens were cleaned the pits were measured with the aid of an optical
microscope. The microscope had all its apertures wide open to ensure as little depth of
field as possible. The microscope was then focused on the uncorroded areas of the
specimen and, the elevation of the stand was recorded. Then the stand was elevated by
the focusing adjustment on the microscope to focus the microscope in the pits and the
new elevation of the stand was recorded. The measured pit depth is the difference in the
elevation of the specimen stand, as shown schematically in figure 3.1. This method was
chosen because it can be accurate to z 1 /lm, the pits were expected to grow
predominantly along the extrusion direction with little undercutting, and it IS an
efficient method that does not damage the specImen. The importance of little
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undercutting in the specimen is that the bottom of the pit can be observed from the
surface of the pit, and the 3D nature of the pit does not have to be considered, unlike the
pits from real particle clusters, as observed by Liao et al.II?1 To ensure that the depth
measurements were as accurate as possible, two precautions were taken. First, when
focusing on the uncorroded areas, it was made sure that the uncorroded areas remained
in focus regardless of the direction from the pit. This was done to make sure that the
specimen was mounted horizontally. Second, all focusing were done by elevating the
stand, and elevating only. This was done to avoid any errors from the mismatch of the
gears in the focusing mechanism.
The pits did not grow entirely homogeneously across the particle cluster area, so a
statistical method of measuring the pit depth was chosen. A 10 by lO grid fitting inside
the particle cluster area was used. On this grid, 10 random positions were selected as
shown in figure 3.2. The positions were chosen by the use of a random number
generator. The generator chose 28 random numbers ranging from 1 to 10. The numbers
were then paired to give 14 x-y pairs, used as coordinates on the grid. The first 10 non-
repeating pairs were used. The optical method was then used to measure the pit depths
at these 10 positions. The resulting data were then used to calculate an average pit depth
and the variance of the pit depths over the particle cluster area.
3.2.4 Current density measurements
The final part of the experiment involved in determinii1g the temperature dependence of
the limiting current density of the A and B particles. The experiments were done at 4
temperatures: 20,45, 60 and 80°C for A, and 20, 40, 60 and 80°C for B. To control the
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temperature, again the Fisher Scientific Isotemp Refrigerated Circulator Model 90 was
used. The current measurements were done with a large Aluminum anode (> 2 cm2) and
a small A or B cathode (0.28 and 0.264 cm2 respectively), to ensure that the 'limiting
current density of the alloys were achieved, rather than the limiting current density of
the aluminum metal. [17] To measure the current, a potentiostat was used as a zero
resistance ammeter(ZRA). The use of a potentiostat as a ZRA was first described by
Devay et al.[23], and first used for corrosion studies by Staheli et al.[24]
To set up a potentiostat as a zero resistance ammeter, the working electrode is
connected to the cathode, whereas the anode is connected to the reference electrode.
The counter electrode can either be connected directly to the reference electrode, or a
feedback resistor of known resistance can be used between the reference electrode and
the counter electrode. The potentiostat is then operated in control E mode and zero
voltage is applied[24]. The current passing through the cell can be read, either by directly
reading it from the potentiostat's ammeter, or if there is no ammeter on the potentiostat,
measure the voltage over the resistor between the reference electrode and the counter
electrode, and then divide the voltage by the'resistance.
Figure 3.3 shows the experimental setup for the ZRA. As the figure shows, the setup
used in the current density measurements, was without the feedback resistor between
the reference electrode and the counter electrode. The current was therefore directly
read by the potentiostat's ammeter. In this experiment, the results were read on a chart
recorder.
After the current measurements were taken, the measured currents were then divided by
the area of the cathode to get the limiting current density.
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Table 3.1 Densities of the constituents of the model alloys
I
Materia; I A I B I eu I Al
.=p=C:g=/c=m:·)===== =3=.7=7========~=4=.0=S======== =S=.9=6======== =2=.7=0========
Table 3.2: Relationship between lid ratio and the volume fraction of particles to
aluminum.
1-~-~-.ac----1-20-.0-6-6---1-30-.0-2-0---I-~-.0-0-s---1-50-.-00-4----,---I
Table 3.3: Weight fractions of particles/aluminum for A, Band eu particles, and with
lid ratios of 2,3,4 and 5.
lid 2 3 4 5
Vfrac 0.066 0.020 O.OOS 0.004
WAIWA1 0.092 0.02S 0.011 0.0056
WBIWA1 0.0997 0.0302 0.0121 0.006
WculWAI 0.219 0.66 0.0265 0.0133
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Figure 3.1: schematically view of the use of a microscope to measure pit depths (h).
~
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Figure 3.2. The ten randomly chosen positions where pit depths were measured, :I: are
grid points, and X are the positions where depths were measured.
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Figure 3.3: The setup of the potentiostat for the use as a zero resistance ammeter.
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4. Results and Discussion:
Several tests modeling the particle induced pitting corrosion of real life aluminum
alloys such as 2024 and 7075 were done. The severe particle induced pitting corrosion
is dependent on the exposing of sub surface' cathodic particles by the galvanic corrosion
of the matrix from the already exposed particles. For severe pitting to occur, the
cathodic particles have to be spaced sufficiently close to allow the galvanic chain
reaction to occur.
4.1 Uniformity of the samples.
Though the samples are assumed to be homogeneous on average, and with an even
spacing between the particles, the nature of the preparation process inevitably
introduc~s levels of randomness in the samples. The randomness means that there are
tendencies for clustering of the particles in the artificial clusters, and the actual
concentration of particles at any.given cross §ection may vary. Also for the artificial Cu
clusters, the similarities in Young's modulus and yield strength between Cu and Al
makes the Cu clusters "deformed". For the A and B clusters, the particles are
intermetallic compounds and are very stiff and has yield/fracture strength much higher
than the yield strength of aluminum. Therefore during the extrusion process when the
cross sectional area of the particle cluster is reduced, the particles rearrange themselves
in the extrusion direction. Since the strength of the particles is so high compared to the
pure aluminum, there is very little or no deformation of the particles, Figures 4.1 to 4.3
show cross sections of the A2 cluster and figures 4.4 to 4.6 show a cross section of the
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B2 cluster. The images also show that there is some clustering within the artificial
cluster. Comparing the particles to the 100 ~m bar, it can be seen that the particle sizes
are roughly 20 to 25 ~m, which was the original particle size before the extrusion.
Figures 4.7 to 4.9 show cross sections of the C'u2 cluster. When compared to the A
cluster it can easily. be seen that the diameter of the Cu particles are less than the A
particles. This is because though there are some rearrangement in the extrusion
direction during preparation, there. is also significant yield of the particles and they are
in essence.extruded. Figure 4.10 shows an SEM backscattered image of a section along
the extrusion direction for a c::u2 sample. The elongated nature of Cu particles can
easily be seen. The elongated Cu partiCles will in essence give a higher effective surface
area when the particle is exposed, since the pits are growing in the longitudinal
direction of the Cu particles.
Figures 4.1 to 4.6 can also show how the actual interparticle distance compares to the
design goals. The observed average interparticle distance is given by the equation:
r
-Kd- -11[1 (4.1)
d is the average interparticle spacing, A is the area of observation and np is the number
of particles. Table 4.1 shows the average interparticle spacing for three A2 and three B2
specimens. The particle spacing of Cu2 is not calculated since the particles are so
...
heavily deformed that the notion of a particle radius becomes blurred. The particles
,/
used in the preparation of the specimens had originally a diameter ranging from 20 to
25 ~m, and the A and B particles kept this particle diameter. The average particle
spacing for A2 and B2 should therefore be between 40 and 50 ~m. The average particle
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distance for A2 from the three specimens is calculated to be 71 11m, and 58 11m for B2.
These particle spacing appear to be larger than the expected particle distance. However,
a random section through the particle cluster does not necessarily show the distance the
closest neighbors. For instance, if the particles were arranged in a perfect cubic lattice
with lid = 2, the only instance when the observed particle spacing would be 2 particle
diameters is when the section was in the <100> type plane. If the section was on the
<110> type plane there would be two different particle spacing, 2 particle diameters
along the {I DO} direction, and 2.828 particle diameters along the { lID} direction, with
the average particle spacing, calculated from equation 4.1, of 2.414 particle diameters.
If the section is taken along the <111> plane, the particle spacing would appear to be
2.828 particle diameters, though the true particle spacing is 2 particle diameters. This
example illustrates that the calculated particle distance, by using equation 4.1 tend to
overestimate the particle spacing compared to the true spacing.
Assuming that the particle distributes in a perfectly cubic fashion with lattice parameter
a, the neighbors of a given particle (the average distance from a particle in the corner of
the cell to the rest of the particles in the cell) ar~e:
• Six particles in the {100} type direction distanced a from the particle.
• Twelve particles in the {11O} type direction, distanced -12 a apart.
• Eight particles in the {Ill} type direction, distanced -13 a apart.
This gives an average particle spacing to its immediate neighbors of
(6* 1 + 12*-12 + 8*-13)a126 = 1.4l6a. Similar calculations done for cases where the
particles distribute in a BCe and FCC pattern gives average particle distance to its
neighbors to be 1.328 times the distance to the nearest neighbor for BCC and 1.602
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times the distance to the nearest neighbor for FCC. This shows that the measured
particle distance in a random cut through the particle cluster will be higher than the true
particle spacing roughly by a factor of 1.5. Dividing the measured average particle
spacing for A2 and B2 with 1.5 gives a particle spacing of 47 /lm and 38 /lm
respectively. From this it seems as both A2,and B2 are within the design criteria.
To get an estimate of the variability of the particle density in the cluster, a longitudinal
section of A2, B2 and Cu2 was taken, as shown in figures 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12. From
each of these sections, ten random lines were drawn perpendicular to the extrusion
direction. From these lines, the local linear fraction of particle material in the matrix
was calculated. The linear fraction of a material Lr is equal to the area and volume
fraction of the same material, i.e. Lr =Ar=Vp5.261•
When the samples were produced, the assumption was made that the particles distribute
in a cubic fashion in the matrix and a certain volume fraction was determined for a
given particle spacing. If the particles do not distribute in a cubic fashion, how does it
affect the particle spacing? The closest packing possible with spherical particles of
equal size is the closed packed packing, HCP or FCC. This means that for a given
particle spacing, (lid) the highest volume fraction of particles is observed if the particles
are dispersed in a FCC pattern, or for a given volume fraction, the largest possible
particle spacing is if the particles. distribute in a FCC pattern. It can therefore be shown
that the particle spacing (lid) cannot be larger than:
I fh7T:
d:::;3 3·fi·vJ
(4.2)
For the given volume fraction calculated for A2 and B2, namely 0.066, the largest
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possible particle spacing, lid, is 2.24, or a factor of 1.12 larger than the design goal. To
investigate the variability of the particle spacing equation 4.3 is used to give the upper
bound to what the particle spacing can be at the given cross section, and the volume
fraction is taken as the linear fraction, giving the equation:
l J~
d ~V3.J2'Lr (4.3)
Table 4.2 shows the average Lr and the 95% confidence level for A2, B2 and Cu2.
These two variables are then used to calculate a maximum, minimum and average lid
ratio. As the table shows, the local variability in the area fraction of the particles are
close to ±50% for A2 and B2. Since the lid ratio shows a cube root relationship to the
area fraction, the maximum possible lid is 2.76, or 36% larger than the design goal.
4.2 Critical particle distance.
The critical particle experiments concluded that the critical particle distance for severe
pitting corrosion was between 2 and 3 particle diameters for A and B and between 3 and
4 particle diameters for copper particles. The experimental results and the discussion of
these results are presented in appendix B.
Since the critical particle distance was determined to be between 2 and 3 particle
diameters for A and B, the corrosion rate experiments were carried out on A2 and B2
only. For the models with copper particles, corrosion rate experiments were carried out
on Cu2 and Cu3, since the critical particle distance was between 3 and 4 particle
diameters.
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4.3 Temperature dependence of the corrosion rates.
The corrosion rate experiments were done on A2, B2, Cu2 and Cu3. The nature of the
specimens, with a random distribution of the particles, both along the extrusion
direction and over a cross section, though with a given average particle spacing,
complicated the corrosion rate measurements.
For Cu 2 the particles were so close that the pits overlapped and corroded almost as a
J
single front. As a result, there was little variation in the observed pitting rates. However
when the particle spacing were close to the critical particle spacing, the corrosion rates
becomes sensitive to small variations in the particle spacing. As a result there were
areas of no corrosion, whereas other areas where the pits could grow very deep. Also
there could be some undercutting of the pits which was not observed when the pit depth
measurements were d~ne. Figure 4.13 shows an SEM image of a A2 sample corroded at
40°C for 504 hours. it can easily be seen that there are areas which has not corroded at
all while other areas has corroded extensively. For in,stance, A2, corroded at 60°C for
360 hours, show a maximum pit depth of 94 ~m. This depth is close to the same
maximum pit depth for a Cu2 sample corroded for 240 hours at 60°C. The Cu2 sample
is corroded all over the artificial particle cluster with pit depths ranging from 75 to 99
~
~m, whilst the A2 sample have areas with hardly no corrosion (pits measuring 19 ~m).
The use of the statistical analysis of the pit depth do reflect this difference to a certain
degree, in as much as to lower the average pit depth and show a large confidence
interval for specimens with a large spread in the average pit depths.
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4.3.1 Validity of the sampling method.
When sampling the pit depths for the statistical analysis, randomly selected points on
the 10 by 10 grid was used to avoid any sampling bias in the measured depths. The
sampling was done by using the same IO positions on the grid for all the samples. This
may introduce a possibility for sample .bias, but the possible bias was considered
insignificant, because:
• The particle clusters were circular, and the grid was placed onto the cluster with no
specific orientational relationship to the particle cluster. This reduces the possible
bias to a radial bias, since only certain distances from the center of the cluster is
measured.
• The grid was never centered perfectly on the particle cluster, minimizing the
possibility for the radial bias.
• The sampling was done on a new specimen for each time-temperature combination.
The particle cluster in each instance was different, but with the same average
particle spacing. This randomness in the specimens should eliminate the possible
biases that could result from the sampling technique.
The variance in the samples that justified the use of the same measuring grid for all the
samples also introduced variance in the measured pit depths of different samples
corroded for the same time at the same temperature. Most tests were done twice for
each time-temperature combination. The variance between the results from the two
independent tests at a given time temperature combination can be viewed as setting the
bounds in between which the corrosion rates can vary when the average particle spacing
is given.
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For the artificial B clusters, there were additional complications that introduced further
uncertainty into the calculation of corrosion rates. During the extrusion process, the
friction between the die and the aluminum was apparently too high, As a result, the
r-...
diameter reduction after extrusion was not one to five, but much smaller than that, but
with variable diameter. Fig 4.14 shows a cross section along the extrusion direction for
the B sample. The problems in the 'extrusion process did not change the particle clusters
per se, since the particle spacing was determined by the volume fractions of the
particles to aluminum powder. However, the at times very small area of the particle
cluster combined with the variation of the particle spacing in the clusters, allowed for
areas where the continuos particle cluster was in e'ffect "pinched off" and could stop the
corrosion chain re~ction completely, no matter how long the sample was corroded. This
"-
effect gave a tendency for underestimating the corrosion-rates.
4.3.2 Corrosion data.
The corrosion experiments were done on A2, B2, Cu2 and Cu3 at 20, 40, 60 and 80°C,
for different time periods After the specimens had corroded for the given time, thy were
cleaned and the pit depth was measured. Tables 4.3 to 4.6 show the calculated average
pit depths for the particular time temperature combinations, the standard error and the
95% confidence level for each average pit depth at each time-temperature combination.
The average pit depth were then plotted against time for each temperature as can be
seen in figures 4.15 to 4.18, showing A2, B2, Cu2 and Cu3 respectively. A 'linear fit
was applied on the data and the line was forced through the origin. The average growth
rate for the specimen at the given temperature could then be read from the
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proportionality constant in the equations for the line fit.
4.3.2.1 Pick of growth rate model.
Though individual pits grow in a t l /3. fashion, the severe pitting chain reaction was
assumed to have a linear growth rate, starting at the origin. The rationale behind this
assumption is that the artificial particle cluster has several individual pits growing at
each given point in time. Each of these pits may be either old, with the low growth rate
associated, or new with a particle just exposed, and the high growth rate associated with
the early stages of a pit. Older pits may also become rejuvenated when the old pit
exposes a sub surface particle in the matrix. This makes the pit growth rate over the
whole cluster average to a linear growth rate.
Figure 4.19 show an in situ monitoring of a Cu2 particle cluster corroded at room
temperature in 0.5 M NaCI solution. As it can be seen from the pictures, pits around the
particles are visible only 20 minutes after the start of the experiment. Since the first
measurements of pit depth is after 192 hours for the room temperature experiments, the
<30 minute incubation time for the pits to start to grow is insignificant. Since the
incubation time is insignificant compared to the time scale of the corrosion experiments
it can easily ignored. This justifies the use of a simple proportional relation between the
time and the average pit depth.
4.3.2.2 Pooling of the data.
For most time-temperature combinations, there were done two independent tests, as can
be seen in tables 4.3 to 4.6, and figures 4.15 to 4.18. At a particular time-temperature
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combination, there is variation in both the average pit depth and the scatter of the
measured results between the two independent specimens. The experiments assume that
the artificial particle clusters are overall homogenous throughout the whole specimen.
Since the two independent specimens were corroded for the same time intervals under
the same conditions, it can be said that all the measured pit depths from both specimen
are representative for a particle cluster with the given average particle spacing.
Therefore, by pooling the measured pit depths, an average pit depth based on the
observed pit depth from both specimens can be calculated. This calculated pit depth has
statistically a higher probability to be correct than the average pit depth in the two
independent specimens.
The calculated average pit depths from the pooled set of data are shown in tables 4.7 to
4.10. The tables also show the associated standard error and the 95% confidence level.
Figures 4.20 to 4.23 show the depth vs. time plot of the pooled data, and again a linear
fit forced through the origin is applied to get the corrosion rates.
The linear regression for the corrosion rates based on the original data, shows that there
is significant scatter of the observed data, as it can be seen in the R1 values in the
equations displayed in figures 4.15 to 4.18. When plotting the average pit depths from
the pooled results, the calculated corrosion rates do stay the same, but the calculated R1
values have become significantly closer to 1. This indicates that the pooled results give
a much better estimate of what the expected corrosion rate in a specimen with perfect
particle distribution would be. A comparison of the corrosion rates and the R1 from the
original and the pooled data can be seen intables·4.ll to 4.14.
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4.3.3 Kinetics of the corrosion process.
4.3.3.1 Arrhenius plots.
Figures 4.20 to 4.23 show the corrosion rates for A2, B2, Cu2 and Cu3 respectively.
The corrosion rates clearly show a temperature dependence on the corrosion process. A
very common kinetic model that is sensitive to temperature, is the activation en~rgy
. .
model, in which the process kinetics is controlled by the probability of particles to
overcome an energy barrier, as described earlier. If the reaction kinetics are controlled
by an activation energy, then an Arrhenius plot would give the activation energy. To do
an Arrhenius plot, the natural log of the rate is plotted against l/temperature, where the
temperature is given in degrees Kelvin. Table 4.15 shows the rates, temperatures, liT
and the natural log of the rates for A2, B2, Cu2 and Cu3, taken from the pooled results.
These values are then used for the Arrhenius plots showed in figures 4.24 to 4.27.
The data points in figure 4.24 and 4.27 (A2 and Cu3 respectively) clearly does not fall
on a straight line, but instead tend towards a stable value as the temperature increases
(or lIT decreases). The data in figures 4.25 and 4.26 (B2 and Cu2) may be interpreted
to be linear, though the linear fit for Cu2 show some scatter. The difference between the
asymptotic behavior of Cu3 and the close to linear behavior of Cu2 in the Arrhenius
plots is surprising since both clusters have the same type of particles, albeit different
particle densities. Since Cu2 and Cu3 has the same type of particles, one should expect
the same type of corrosion behavior at different temperatures from both Cu2 and Cu3.
Also, the difference between the asymptotic behavior of A2 versus the close to liner
behavior of B2 is surprising, since both A and B are AI-Fe intermetallics, though B has
some additions of other elements. The difference in the compositions between A and B
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is not so dramatic that one should expect a fundamental difference in the corrosion
behavior of the two particle clusters. The asymptotic behavior of A2 and Cu3 may
simply be a result in the scatter in the data, or there might be other factors that affect the
corrosion rate.
Since the data from the corrosion experiments is so unclear, applying a line fir to the
Arrhenius plots to obtain an activation energy cannot be justified at this point. The close
to linear behavior of B2 and Cu2 may be a true representation of the activation energy
of the corrosion process, but the discrepancies between Cu2 and Cu3, and A2 and B2
makes it difficult to state with any certainty if this is the case.
4.4 Galvanic current density measu'reme;llts.
To get a better understanding of the corrosion process, experiments on the temperature
dependenye of the limiting current density were done on the A and B alloys. The A and
B alloy were coupled with pure Al and immersed in 0.5 M NaCI solution for form a
galvanic cell, and the experiments were carried out at different temperatures. Liao et
al[I7]. did current density measurements of A and B at room temperature, but did not
investigate the temperature dependence of said limiting current density. Table 4.16
show the limiting current densities for the A model alloy coupled with AI, at 20, 45, 60
and 80°C, and the limiting current densities for the B alloy coupled with Al at 20, 40, 60
and SO°c. These current measurements were then taken as the corrosion rate at the
given temperatures. By using current densities as the corrosion rate, and by having
corrosion rates at different temperatures, an Arrhenius plot can be constructed. Figure
4.28 and 4.29 show the Arrhenius plots for A and B respectively with data taken from
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table 4.16. As the two graphs show, both A and B do clearly show an activation energy
behavior. The activation energy for A is given by the slope of the linear fit times the
universal gas constant, 8.314 Ilmo1. By using this relationship the activation energy for
the A-AI galvanic couple is 5110*8.314 = 42.5 kllmol, whereas the activation energy
for the B-Al galvanic couple is 5080*8.314 = 42.2 kllmo1.
4.5 Relation between particle distance and corrosion rate.
There is a large scatter in the corrosion data, both in the sense of scatter around the
average corrosion rate as seen in figures 4.15 to 4.18, and the average corrosion rates
are scattered around the Arrhenius plots in figures 4.24 to 4.27. When pooling the raw
data from the measured pit depth, the scatter of individual data points from the average
corrosion rate becomes less. The scattering of the average corrosion rates round the
Arrhenius plots remains unchanged however.
Some of the scatter of the data can be attributed to the variability of the specimens.
.Table 4.1 shows the average interparticle distance for 3 different cross sections of A2
,.
and B2. As figure 4.17 and 4.17 sh0WS, the growth rate of the pits at a given
temperature is highly dependent on the average particle distance. For instance by
increasing the lid ratio from 2 to 3 at200e, roughly halves the corrosion rate. By
assuming that the corrosion rate is dependent on the limiting current density supplied by
the cathodic particles, the particle dependence of the corrosion rate can be formulated as
follows:
At a given cross section of the artificial particle cluster, the area occupied by particles is
(4.2)
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Ap is the area occupied by particles, np is the number of exposed particles in the cross
section, I' is the average radius of the particles. The pit associated with an individual
particle can be approximated to grow as a cylinder centered around the particle and with
depth h. The area of this pit is Apit=nR2, where R is the radius of the pit. The growth
rate of the pit at a given time is expressed by the Faradaic equation:
dV _ MAl _ A dh
dt - PAl l1F - flit-;;r (4.3)
Where MAl is the molar mass of aluminum, I is the current supplied by the particles, PAl
is the density of aluminum, n is the number of electrons per aluminum atom, and F is
faradays constant. The current supplied by the particles I = ioeAp, where ioe is the
limiting current density of the particle. This gives the growth rate:
(4.4)
AI' is the fractional area of particles in the matrix, which is equal to the volume fraction
Vr. MAl = 26.98g/mol, n =3, PAl = 2.699g/cm), and F = 96500 C/mo!. By using the
volume fraction of the particles from the design of the model alloys and the measured
limiting current densities, a theoretical pitting rate can be calculated. For A2, the
limiting current density at 20°C is 38 !lA/cm2. By using these numbers, the theoretical
pitting rate will be:
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dJ 26.98 gI
_2 = 38.10-6 AI J .0.066. /mol
dt Icm- 3.2.699 g/ , 96500 CIIcm' Imol
dh =8.66 cml =3.12.10-3 pm/
dt Is /h
This theoretical pitting is about ten times lower than the observed pitting rate, which is
0.03411m/h. However, the above approach is not entirely realistic, since the theoretical
growth rate is calculated from the area fraction of a random section through the particle
cluster. The true surface area of the particles will higher since as the pit grows, the
particle does not dissolve along with the matrix, but retains its shape.
Assuming that the particles are spherical, a random section through a particle will on
average have a surface area of 2/31ri. A particle exposed by the dissolving material
surrounding it, will on average be half exposed. A spherical' particle will therefore on
average have a surface area of 2m·2 exposed. This means that simply using the area
fraction as the surface area of the particles underestimates the current, and hence the
corrosion rate, by a factor of 3. By accounting for this factor, the expected corrosion
rate will be 0.00936 llm/h, which is still significantly lower than the observed one.
However the theoretical corrosion rate also fails to take account for the acidification
taking place inside the pit ll?]. Liao investigated the limiting current density for the A
and B model alloys in a 0.5M NaCI electrolyte with pH 3.5. The observed lirniting
current densities at 20DC for A and B in pH 3.5 were l4011A/s and 14711A/s
respectively. By using these limiting current densities and 3 times the area fraction as
the true area, the theoretical growth rate of the pits become 0.034411nlih\ and
0.036211m/h for A and B clusters respectively. These corrosion rates agree well with the
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observed corrosIon rates, namely 0.034~m/h for A2 and 0.0282~m/h for B2. The
difference in the limiting current density for the neutral electrolyte and the acidified
electrolyte is a factor of 3.68 for A and 3.09 for B. The limiting current density for
copper in a 0.5M neutral electrolyte is estimated to be 100~A/cm2 at 20°C fJ7l . By
assuming that Cu behaves similar to A and B, one can assume that the limiting current
density for copper in the acidified solution is 300~A/cnl at lO°e. The activation energy
for the limiting current density for copper can be assumed to be the average between A
and B, namely 42.35kJ/mol. Using these assumptions one can calculate the limiting
current densities for A, Band Cu in the acidified solutions at the four different
temperatures, 20,40, 60 and 80°e. These limiting current densities can then along with
the variability in the local area fraction of the particles taken from table 4.2 be used to
calculate the theoretical corrosion rates for A2, B2 and Cu2 at different temperatures,
along with the possible scatter in the data. Table 4.17 shows the calculated corrosion
rates with the corresponding error. The effective surface area is taken as three times the
design area fraction 0.066. Figures 4.30 to 4.35 show plots of the average corrosion
rates along with the estimated upper and lower bound of the theoretical corrosion rates.
As figures 4.30, 4.32 and 4.34 sQows, in the lower temperature range the agreement
between the theoretical and the observed corrosion rates are very good. The observed
corrosion rates for A2, B2 and Cu2 are all within the upper and lower bound of the
theoretical corrosion rate at 20 and 40°e. For 60 and 80°C, the_ theoretical calculations
consistently overestimates the corrosiqn rates. All the true corrosion rates fall below the
lower bound of the theoretical corrosion rates, as can be seen in figures 4.31, 4.33, and
4.35.
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4.6 Relations between corrosion rate and the limiting current density.
The galvanic current density measurements have shown. that the temperature
dependence on the limiting .£urrent densities of the alloy particles follow an Arrhenius
relationship. The observed activation energy of the limiting current density for the
particles also agree well with the findings reported by Burynski l22l . Burynski reported
that the corrosion of 2024 T3 in 0.5 M NaCI had an apparent activation energy of 39 ±6
kllmol, which correlates well to the 42 kllmol observed for the limiting current
densities. The Arrhenius plots for Cu2 and B2 gave an apparent activation energy of
25.1 and 26.0 kllmol respectively. This discrepancy could stem from either that the rate
limiting step in the corrosion process is not the limiting current density, or the
variability in the specimens are so large that the average corrosion rated calculated does
not necessary reflects a vide l:ange of different particle densities.
As noted, the results of the limiting current density measurements are in very good
agreement with the corrosion data by Burynskil25]. This indicates that the true rate
limiting step is indeed the limiting current density of the cathodic particles. Also, a rate
limiting step other than the limiting current density of the particles does not account for
the apparent asymptotic behavior of A2 and ·Cu3 which is not observed in Cu2 or B2.
The variability of the specimens do account for a large portion of the scatter in the data,
as evident in that the corrosion rates at lower temperatures all fall within the upper and
lower bound of the calculated theoretical corrosion rates. The variability of the
specimens is not large enough to explain the deviation from the theoretical corrosion'
rates at higher temperatures.
At the high temperatures the limiting current density of the intermetallic particles is
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very high. In the acidified environment in the pit the limiting current densities are in the
order of several mA/cm2. The high limiting current density provides a high current and
therefore a high reduction rate of water. This again means that the production of
hydrogen gas proceeds relatively rapid. It might be that at high temperatures, the rate of
H2 production is so high that gas bubbles form within the pit. These bubbles will then
displace the solution and in effect reduce the corrosion rate, since some particles will be
within the gas bubble. So though the limiting current density of each particle has a
activation energy of 42 kllmol, the rapid gas evolution can in effect put a brake on the
overall reaction.
The most likely reason for the observed corrosion data can be explained from the
acidification of the pits. At low temperatures the diffusion of H+ is slow enough so that
the pitting reaction will acidify the local environment in the pit and increase the pitting
rate. As the temperature increases, the reaction rate increases, but so does the diffusion
of H+ out of the pit. A2 Clusters have a wider pit mouth than compared to B2 clusters.
The wider pit mouth means that more H+ ions can migrate out of the pit in the A2
cluster. The corrosion reaction cannot produce H+ fast enough to compensate for the
migrating H+ leaving the pit, as the temperature increases. The local environment in the
pit becomes more, neutral, reducing the corrosion rate, but is compensated for by the
7-.1
increased temperature. This can explain the apparent asymptotic behavior of the
corrosion rate of A2, which is not observed in the corrosion rate of B2. The equilibrium
between H+ ions leaving the pit and being produced in the corrosion process can also
explain the difference between the behavior of Cu2 and Cu3. At each temperature and
pH level, the limiting current density for Cu2 and Cu3 is the same, since they are both
. .
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copper particles. However the total current supplied by Cu2 is much higher than Cu3,
meaning that the temperature at which the H+ ions leaving the pit is in equilibrium with
the H+ ions produced in the corrosion reaction is higher for Cu2 than for Cu3. So
though the limiting current density of the particles have an activation energy of 42
kllmol at a given temperature, it is possible that the higher temperatures leads to less
acid pits if the corrosion reaction is not fast enough, counteracting any increase in the
temperature.
This is evident if one look at the Arrhenius plots of the corrosion of the artificial pits.
Figures 4.36 to 4.39 show the Arrhenius plots with a 42 kllmol activation energy line
imposed. As the figures show, the 42 kllmol activation energy agrees well with the
observed rates at lower temperatures, but as the temperature increases the corrosion rate
deviates from the 42 kllmol activation energy line. This supports the notion that the
activation energy of the corrosion process is indeed 42 kllmol, but as the temperature
increases, the migration of H+ out of the pits, makes the local environment in the less
severe.
This hypothesis can also account for why. the asymptotic behavior was not observed by
Burynski[271. The experiments performed by Burynski were made at a relatively low
temperature (maximum 65°C) and on natural particle clusters. The artificial particle
clusters of A and B was close to the critical particle spacing for these compounds.
Therefore the total current provided by all the particles in the model clusters were low
compared to the total current in the natural clusters with particles much closer. This is
•
an analogy to the difference between the Cu2 and Cu3 clusters.
More tests need to be done to check if indeed the local environment in the pits becomes
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less severe as the temperature increases, or if there is other explanations for the
\'
discrepancies between the corrosion data from the artificial clusters, and the limiting
current density data along with the corrosion data reported by Burynski.
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Table 4. 1: Calculated interparticle distance for A and B
Specimen A (mm.!) Np o ([lm)
A2 0.129 30 65
0.179 27 81
0.129 29 67
B2 0.324 80 64
0.214 59 60
0.245 91 51
Table 4.2: Variability of the local area fraction of particles, along wi th the variability of
the lid ratio from the local area fraction of particles:
Specimen Lr 95% conf. 1. Average lid lid max. lid min.
A2 0.0729 0.0366 2.17 2.73 1.89
B2 0.0663 0.0311 2.23 2.76 1.97
Cu2 0.0689 0.0142 2.20 2.38 2.07
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Table 4.3: Corrosion data for A2.
Temp. Time Test 1 Test 2 95% conf. 1. (~I11)
°C (hours)
Depth Std. err. Depth Std. err. Test 1 Test 2
Ulm) (/lm) (/.1111) (/.1111)
20 192 14.1 5.29 11.97
456 13.9 4.52 10.22
696 24.3 8.75 19.79
960 31.8 ·10.38 23.48
40 168 17.9 6.10 22.9 5.89 13.80 13.33
360 50.8 6.44 37.9 7.15 14.58 16.17
528 63.4 10.85 30.3 6.71 24.53 15.17
672 66.3 13.84 37.5 6.58 31.29 14.89
60 120 40.9 3.17 16 4.06 7.16 9.19
240 34.2 3.70 16.1 5.79 8.37 13.09
360 47.5 6.76 28.5 6.34 15.29 14.33
480 63.9 4.97 31.3 7.51 11.24 17.00
80 72 15.1 5.22 9.6 2.93 11.80 6.64
144 7.0 3.25 16 3.63 7.34 8.21
216 20.8 6.61 22.4 8.89 14.96 20.12
312 25.9 9.49 37.9 10.60 21.47 23.97
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Table 4.4: Corrosion data for B2.
Temp. Time Test 1 Test 2 95% confidence
°C (hours) level (~m)
Depth Standard Depth Standard Test 1 Test 2
(~m) error (~m) error
(~m) (/lm)
20 192 14.1 6.07 26.3 7.42 13.73 16.78
456 14.3 5.91 26.2 7.84 13.38 17.74
696 14 3.44 7.79
960 23.3 5.61 25.9 8.69 12.69 19.65
40 168 4.5 1.57 7.2 2.22 3.56 5.02
360 50.7 8.81 23.2 4.63 19.93 10.47
528 11.2 4.88 19.4 5.91 11.04 13.37
672 21.3 5.87 88.4 8.77 13.28 19.83
60 120 10.3 3.79 12.8 3.74 8.58 8.46
240 . 12.1 4.49 6.4 2.28 10.16 5.16
360 32 6.36 38.9 7.30 14.40 16.51
480 9.2 4.02 49.6 3.97 9.09 8.99
80 72 30.1 7.03 26.7 6.47 15.90 14.62
144 19.4 6.33 14.4 3.96 14.32 8.96
216 32.5 6.67 57.2 5.50 15.09 12.43
312 42.7 11.23 84.2 9.29 25.40 21.02
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Table 4.5: Corrosion data for Cu2.
Temp. Time Test 1 Test 2 95% confidence
°C (hours) level (~m)
Depth Standard Depth Standard Test 1 Test 2
(~m) error (~m) error
(!-Im) (/-.lm)
20 192 16.1 1.21 40.~ 3.81 2.73 8.62
456 28.9 3.72 69.5 10.24 8.41 23.17
696 61 3.78 58.9 6.23 8.55 14.09
960 23.7 2.42 76.9 14.14 5.47 31.98
40 168 51.3 1.93 78.8 6.34 4.37 14.34
360 128.4 4.39 129.7 5.30 9.94 11.98
528 63.8 5.21 134.4 3.87 11.78 8.76
672 90.7 6.60 138.6 6.82 14.94 15.42
60 120 42.6 7.30 85.4 9.35 16.51 21.15
240 86.3 2.30 5.20
360 120.1 5.83 80.3' 2.08 13.18 4.71
480 88.6 3.40 98.6 2.31 7.69 5.23
80 72 71.2 2.75. . 6.23
96 39.2 6.74 15.25
144 54.3 3.92 8.88
216 115.8 3.34 7.55
312 137.8 6.99 15.80
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Table 4.6: Corrosion data for C1I3.
Temp. Time Test 1 Test 2 95% confidence
DC (hours) level (~lm)
Depth Standard Depth Standard Test 1 Test 2
(~m) error (~m) error
(11m) (11m)
20 192 13 5.25 21.2 8.29 11.86 18.76
456 10.9 4.10 18.3 5.34 9.27 12.08
696 14 4.34 26.6 7.18 9.83 16.24
960 22.8 4.06 24.1 7.52 9.18 17.01
40 168 67.2 14.42 14.2 3.43 32.61 7.77
360 58.3 9.78 50.3 5.36 22.13 12.13
528 122.3 11.38 62.2 5.85 25.74 13.24
672 84.4 11.45 77.3 4.86 25.91 10.98
60 120 8.4 2.52 19.4 4.98 5.70 11.28
240 47.4 4.59 40.7 6.65 10.38 15.04
360 69 6.10 39.7 4.52 13.79 10.21
480 87.8 6.86 29.8 2.76 15.52 6.24
80 72 27.1 4.96 15.7 3.39 11.22 7.66
144 21.2 3.07 42.9 5.06 6.95 11.44
216 60.3 4.55 26.2 4.53 10.28 10.25
312 34.6 3.37 28 3.59 7.62 8.13
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Table 4.7: Pooled corrosion data for A2.
Temp. (DC) Time (hours) Depth (!-Im) Standard error 95% conf. 1.
(/-1m) (/lm)
20 192 14.1 5.29 11.97
456 13.9 4.52 ' 10.22
696 24.3 8.75 19.79
960 31.8 10.38 23.48
40 168 20.4 '4.17 8.73
360 44.35 4.91 10.28
.>
528 46.85 7.27 15.22
672 51.9 8.16 17.09
60 120 28.45 3.80 7.95
240 25.15 3.93 8.23
360 38.0 5.01 ,10.49
480 47.6 5.76 12.06
80 72 12.35 2.98 6.24
144 11.5 2.58 5.40
216 21.6 5.40 11.30
312 31.9 7.06 14.78
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Table 4.8: Pooled corrosion data for B2.
Temperature Time (hours) Depth (/lm) Standard error 95% confidence
(OC) (/lm) level (/lm)
20 192 20.2 4.87 10.19
456 20.25 4.97 10.40
696 14.0' 3.44 7.20
960 24.6 5.04 10.55
40 168 11.55 2.61 5.46
360 9.25 2.54 5.32
528 35.45 4.78 10.00
672 29.4 5.39 11.28
60 120 28.4 4.66 9.75
240 16.9 3.68 7.70
360 44.85 5.07 10.61
480 63.45 8.54 17.87
80 72 5.85 1.36 2.85
144 36.95 5.78 12.10
216 15.3 3.85 8.06
312 54.85 9.25 19.36
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Table 4.9: Pooled corrosion data for Cu2.
Temperature Time (hours) Depth (/lm) Standard error 95% confidence
caC) (/lm) level (/lm)
20 192 28.35 3.42 7.16
456 49.2 7.06 14.78
696 59.95 3.55 7.43
960 50.3 9.27 19.40
40 168 60.05 4.51 9.44
360 129.05 3.35 7.01
528 99.1 8.69 18.19
672 114.65 7.18 15.03
60 120 64.0 7.58 15.87
240 86.3 2.30 4.81
360 100.2 5.47 11.45
480 93.6 2.31 4.83
80 72 71.2 2.75 6.23
96 39.2 6.74 15.25
144 54.3 3.92 8.88
216 115.8 3.34 7.55
312 137.8 6.99 15.80
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Table 4.10: Pooled corrosion data for Cu3
Temperature Time (hours) Depth (~m) Standard error 95% confidence
(0C) (~m) level (~m)
20 192 17.1 4.87 10.19
456 14.6 3.39 7.10
696 20.3 4.33 9.06
960 23.45 4.16 8.71
40 168 40.7 9.43 19.74
360 54.3 5.51 11.53
528 92.25 9.29 19.44
672 80.85 6.11 12.79
60 -120 13.9 3.00 6.28
240 44.05 4.01 8.39
360 54.35 4.99 10.44
480 58.8 7.56 15.82
80 72 21.4 3.20 6.70
144 32.05 3.81 7.97
216 43.25 5.01 10.49
312 31.3 2.51 5.25
Table 4.11: Corrosion rates and R2 values for A2, from pooled and unpoo1ed results.
Unpoo1ed Pooled
Temperature Rate ~m/h R2 Rate ,.un/h -; R-
20°C 0.034 0.886 0.034 0.886
40 °C 0.089 0.443 0.089 0.841
60°C 0.106 0.274 0.106 0.804
80 °C 0.101 0.724 0.101 0.895
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Table 4.12: Corrosion rates and R2 values for B2, from pooled and unpoo1ed results.
Unpoo1ed Pooled
Temperature ' Rate J.l,m/h R2 Rate I..unfh R2
20 DC 0.0295 0.0503 0,0282 0.0478
40 DC 0.0493 0.343 0.0493 0.634
60 DC 0.125 0.486 0.125 0.719
80 DC 0.154 0.320 0.154 0.579
Table 4.13: Corrosion rates and R2 values for Cu2, from pooled and unpoo1ed results.
Unpooled Pooled
Temperature Rate J.l,mJh RL Rate J.l,m/h R-
20 DC 0.0714 0.162 0.0714 0.549
40 DC 0.21 0.184 0.209 0.376
60 DC 0.246 0.336 0.253 0.709
80 DC 0.473 0.788 0.473 0.788
Table 4.14: Corrosion rates and R2 values for Cu3, from pooled and unpooled results.
Unpoo1ed Pooled
Temperature Rate J.l,m/h R- Rate J.l,m/h R
20 DC 0.0282 0,262 0.0282 0.679
40 DC ' 0.146 0.394 0.146 0.777
60 DC 0.139 0.452 0.139 0.857
80 DC 0.149 0.0972 0.149 0.281
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Table 4.15: liT and In(rate) for all four specimens for use in Arrhenius plots.
Temp liT A2 B2 Cu2 Cu3
Rate r Ln r Rate r In r Rate r In r Rate r In r
293 K 0.003413 0.034 -3.38 0.0282 -3.57 0.0714 -2.64 0.0282 -3.57
313 K 0.003194 0.089 -2.42 0.0493 -3.01 0.209 -1.57 0.146 -1.92
333 K 0.003003 0.106 -2.24 0.125 -2.08 0.253 -1.37 0.139 -1.97
353 K 0.002833 0.101 -2.29 0.154 -1.87 0.473 -0.75 0.149 -1.90
Table 4.16: Limiting current densities for A and B at differ~nt temperatures. Values
marked * are taken from Liao. [17]
Alloy 20 DC 40 DC 45 DC 60 DC 80 DC
A 38*/38 IlA/cm2 7 3041lA/cm2 7861lA/cm2214IlA/cm-
B 46*/49 IlA/cm2 981lA/cm2 3521lA/cm2 833 IlA/cm2
Table 4.17: The calculated theoretical corrosion rates for A2, B2 and Cu2, and the95%
confidence level.
Alloy Temp (DC) Limiting current Theoretical corrosion 95% Confidence
density pH=3.5 rate level
A2 20 140 0.0345 0.0191
40 427 0.105 0.0583.
60 1120 0.276 0.153
80 2896 0.713 0.395
B2 20 147 0.0362 0.0170
40 303 0.0746 0.0351
60 1089 0.268 0.126
80 2578 0.634 0.299
Cu2 20 300 0.0738 0.0159
40 909 0.224 0.0481
60 2418 0.595 0.128
80 5745 1.414 0.304
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Figure 4.1. Cross section of an A2 cluster.
Figure 4.2. Cross section of an A2 clldster.
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Figure 4.1. Cross section of an 1\2 cluster.
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FigureA.2. Cross section of an A2 cluster.
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Figure 4.3. Cross section of an A2 cluster.
Figure 4.4. Cross section of a B2 cluster.
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Figure --1-.3. Cross section of an A2 cluster.
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Figure --1-.4. Cross seCtion of a 82 cluster.
Figure 4.5. Cross section of a B2 cluster.
Figure 4.6. Cross section of a B2 cluster.
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Figure 4.7. Cross section of a Cu2 cluster.
Figure 4.8. Cross section of a Cu2 cluster.
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Figure 4.9. Cross section of a Cu2 cluster.
Figure 4.10: A backscattered image of a section along the extrusion direction for Cu2.
The elongated Cu particles can clearly be seen.
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
Figure 4.9. Cross section of a Cu2 cluster.
Figure 4.10: A:backscattered image of a section along the extrusion direction for Cu2.
The elongated Cu particles can clearly be seen.
~61 ~
Figure 4.11. A backscattered image of a section along the extrusion direction for A2.
\
Figure 4.12. A backscattered image of a section along the extrusion direction for B2.
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Figure 4.13: A2 sample corroded for 504 hours at 40°C.
Figure 4.14: Section along the extrusion direction for the B sample. Darker areas are
areas that flowed, whereas the lighter areas are areas with high friction against the die
wall. The image shows the variation in the cross sectional area of the B sample and
hence the area of the artificial B cluster.
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Figure 4.15. Measured pit depths for A2, and the corresponding linear fits for 20, 40, 60
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Figure 4.16. Measured pit depths for B2, and the corresponding linear fits for 20, 40, 60
and 80°C.
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Figure 4.17. Measured pit depths for Cu2, and the corresponding linear fits for 20, 40,
60 and 80°C.
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Figure 4.18. Measured pit depths for Cu3, and the corresponding linear fits for 20, 40,
60 and 80°C.
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Figure 4.19: In situ monitoring ofCu2, after: (a): 0, (b): Y2, (c): 1, (d): 2, (e): 6 and
(f): 24 hours
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Figure 4.20. Measured pit depths pooled together for A2, and the corresponding linear
fits for 20, 40, 60 and 80°C.
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Figure 4.21. Measured pit depths pooled together for B2, and the corresponding linear
fits for 20, 40, 60 and 80°C.
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Figure 4.22. Measured pit depths pooled together for Cu2, and the corresponding linear
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Figure 4.23. Measured pit depths pooled together for A2, and the corresponding linear
fits for 20, 40,60 and 80°C.
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Figure 4.24. Arrhenius plot for A2.
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Figure 4.25. Arrhenius plot for B2.
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Figure 4.28. Arrhenius plot for the limiting current density of A. The slope is
-5.11 *103.
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Figure 4.29. Arrhenius plot for the limiting current density of B. The slope is
-5.08* 103.
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Figure 4.30. The average observed corrosion rates for A2 at 20 and 40°C. the lower and
upper bound for the theoretical rate is indicated by the arrows.
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Figure 4.31. The average observed corrosion rates for A2 at 60 and 80°C. the lower and
upper bound for the theoretical rate is indicated by the arrows.
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Figure 4.32. The average observed corrosion rates for B2 at 20 and 40°C. the lower and
upper bound for the theoretical rate is indicated by the arrows.
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Figure 4.33. The average observed corrosion rates for B2 at 60 and 80°C. the lower and
upper bound for the theoretical rate is indicated by the arrows.
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Figure 4.34. The average observed corrosion rates for Cu2 at 20 and 40°C. the lower
and upper bound for the theoretical rate is indicated by the arrows.
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Figure 4.35. The average observed corrosion rates for Cu2 at 60 and SO°c. the lower
and upper bound for the theoretical rate is indicated by the arrows.
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Figure 4.36. Arrhenius plot of the corrosion of A2, with a 42 kllmol activation energy
line imposed.
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Figure 4.37. Arrhenius plot of the corrosion of B2, with a 42 kllmol activation energy
line imposed.
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5 Conclusions and future work.
5.1 Conclusions.
The effect of cathodic particles on the pitting characteristics of common aluminum
aerospace alloys was investigated in this research. The effect of the cathodic particles
was isolated from the rest of the particles found in a commercial alloy, by constructing
model alloys where the composition and the spacing of the particles could be controlled.
The experiments have shown that the spacing of the particles is critical in the pitting
characteristics of aluminum alloys. If the cathodic particles are spaced far apart, more
than 3 particle diameters for intermetallic particles A and B, and more than 3 particle
diameters away for Cu particles or intermetallic particles with Cu deposits, then the
cathodic particles will dissolve the matrix surrounding the particle until the particle gets
disconnected from the matrix. These pits, though much larger than pits grown in pure
aluminum over the same time, can be serious, but is not nearly as severe as if the
particle distance is less than 2 particle diameters (3 particle diameters for Cu particles).
If the particle spacing is less than the critical particle spacing, the pit growth becomes
dramatic. The pit grows in a chain reaction and can become very deep.
The experiments also showed that the limiting current density provided by the particles
in the particle clusters have an activation energy of about 42.4 kllmol. This limiting
current density agrees well with previous 'work done by Burynski l27J . The observed
limiting current densities at low temperatures predicts a corrosion rate which is in good
agreement with the observed corrosion are, when acidification of the pit is taken into
account. At higher temperatures the theoretical corrosion rate is consistently higher than
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the observed corrosion rate. It is believed that the overestimation of the corrosion rate at
higher temperatures is a result of diffusion of H+ ions out of the pit, increasing the pH in
the pit and makes the local environment less severe.
5.2 Future work.
Future work needs to be done to see if increased pH levels in the pit are the explanation
for the deviation between the theoretical and the observed corrosion rates at higher
temperatures, or if there is another explanation. Future experiments that should be done
are:
1) Examination of the limiting current density for A, B and Copper in a more
aggressive solution, i.e. pH=3.5 to see if the solution chemistry affects the observed
activation energy.
2) Higher temperature experiments to see if the apparent asymptotic behavior observed
in A2 and Cu3 can be observed in Cu2 and B2. If this is observed, this is an
indication that the increased diffusion rates playa role.
3) Experiments to determine the solution pH inside the pit after a gIven time at
different temperatures.
4) Investigation of other possible rate limiting steps. The activation energy of mass
transport through a layer of hydrated corrosion products should Be- investigated to
determine if excessive buildup of corrosion products can change the reaction
kinetics.
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Appendix A: Individual plots of the Corrosion data:
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Figure A.i: Corrosion data for A2 at 20Co.
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Figure A.2. Corrosion data for A2 at 40Co.
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Figure A.3: Corrosion data for A2 at 60Co.
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Figure A.4: Corrosion data for A2 at SOco.
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Figure A.5: Corrosion data for B2 at 20Co.
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Figure A.6: Corrosion data for B2 at 40Co.
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Figure A.7: Corrosion data for B2 at 60Co.
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Figure·A.8: Corrosion data for B2 at 80Co.
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Figure A.9: Corrosion data for Cu2 at 20Co.
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Figure A.I 0: Corrosion data for Cu2 at 40Co.
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Figure A.II: Corrosion data for Cu2 at 60Co .
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Figure A.12: Corrosion data for Cu2 at 80Co .
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Figure A.13: Corrosion data for Cu3 at 20Co.
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Figure A.14: Corrosion data for Cu3 at 40Co.
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Figure A.15: Corrosion data for Cu3 at 60Co .
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Figure A.16: Corrosion data for Cu3 at 80CO •
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Figure A.I?: Pooled corrosion data for A2 at 20Co.
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Figure A.18: Pooled corrosion data for A2 at 40Co.
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Figure A.19: Pooled corrosion data for A2 at 60Co.
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Figure A.20: Pooled corrosion data for A2 at 80Co.
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Figure A.21: Pooled corrosion data for B2 at 20Co.
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Figure A.22: Pooled corrosion data for B2 at 40Co.
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Figure A.23: Pooled corrosion data for B2 at 60Co,
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Figure A.24: Pooled corrosion data for B2 at SOco.
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Figure A.25: Pooled corrosion data for Cu2 at 20Co.
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Figure A.26: Pooled corrosion data for Cu2 at 40Co.
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Figure A.27: Pooled corrosion data for Cu2 at 60Co.
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Figure A.28: Pooled corrosion data for Cu2 at 80Co.
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Figure A.29: Pooled corrosion data for Cu3 at 20Co.
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Figure A.30: Pooled corrosion data for Cu3 at 40Co.
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Figure A.31: Pooled corrosion data for Cu3 at 60Co.
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Figure A.32: Pooled corrosion data for Cu3 at 80Co.
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Appendix B, Critical particle distance:
The experiments were performed at 50°C for 96 hours, in 0.5 M NaCI solution. The
critical particle spacing was determined by inspecting the images for link up between
pits to allow the chain reaction to proceed. Figures B.l and B.2 show artificial A
clusters with particle spacing 2 and 3 particle diameters apart. Figures B.3 and B.4 show
B clusters with particle spacing 2 and 3 particle diameters apart. Figures B.S, B.6 and
B.7 show Cu particle clusters with particle spacing 2,3 and 4 particle diameters apart.
The critical particle distance for severe pitting was determined by a simple observation
of samples. For Cu2, fig. B.S shows clearly that the pits associated with each individual
particle have linked up with each other and the whole area of the artificial particle
cluster is corroding. Figure B.6 (Cu3) show some tendency of pits linking up, but not
over the entire area, indicating that Cu particles separated by 3 particle diameters is
close to the critical particle spacing. Figure B.7 show a Cu4 sample corroded under the
same conditions as Cu 2 and Cu3 for the same time. There are 2 clusters within the
artificial cluster where pits have linked up, but overall~ the tQtal area over where pits
have linked up is small compared to the cross sectional area of the artificial particle
cluster. It can therefore be inferred that if the average particle spacing is 4 particle
diameters apart, then there might be some severe pitting, but the growth of the severe
pit is likely to stop when new particles are not exposed. The critical particle spacing for
the AI-Cu couple is taken to be between 3 and 4 particle diameters apart.
Figure B.3 shows pits in the B2 sample. As the Figure shows, B particles spaced 2
particle diameters apart, is clearly close enough to let the individual pit associated with
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each particle, marked a, link up with the neighboring pit. Figure B.4 show a B3 sample
corroded for the same time under the same conditions. As the image shows the
individual pits associated with the particles, marked a, are too far apart to link up.
Hence, the critical particle distance for B particles is between 2 and 3 particle diameters
apart. Also worth observing in both fig. B.3 and BA are pits growing in the pure
aluminum matrix, marked b in the figures. As fig. BA shows, even though the cathodic
particles are too far apart to allow the chain reaction to proceed, the pits associated with
each cathodic particle is much bigger than the pits grown in the pure aluminum. This
shows that even though the cathodic particles are spaced too far apart, they can still
cause serious pitting since they will still grow in the traditional sense even though the
galvanic cell is disconnected.
Figure B.l show an A2 sample corroded for 96 hours at SO°c. The image shows some
link up between the pits, marked a, but not nearly as much as for B2 or Cu2. This
indicated that the critical particle distance for A is much closer to 2 particle diameters,
than 3 particle diameters. Figure B.2 show an A3 sample corroded for the same time
under the same conditions. It shows some link up between pits, marked a, but as the
image shows, this is a clustering of A particles, marked b, within he artificial cluster.
The deep cavity observed in the top of the artificial cluster, marked c, is not a pit
formed by galvanic corrosion between the A particles and the matrix. The cavity is
actually a cavity that was present in the specimen before the corrosion test took place,
and is an artifact from the specimen preparation. In the corrosion specimens with A
particles it can also be observed pits outside the artificial particle cluster, marked b in
fig. B.l and d in fig. B.2. These pits are similar to the pits observed in the B specimens
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and are pits grown in the traditional sense. Again these pits are much smaller than the
pits from the severe pitting process, and it serves to illustrate how serious the severe
pitting process is when compared to the traditional pitting mechanisms.
The critical particle distance for the severe pitting reaction to be sustained was taken to
be between 2 and 3 particle diameters for the intermetallic particles A and B, and
between 3 and 4 particle diameters for the Cu particles. For Cu particles the picture is
not as clear, since the particles were so heavily deformed during the extrusion. Still, this
means that even though a particle cluster of A or B particles with subcritical particle
spacing can in fact become critical if enough Cu is deposited on the particles before the
particles becomes disconnected from the matrix.
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Figure B.l: A2 corroded for 96 hours at SO°c. Severe pits are marked a), general pits
marked b).
Figure B.2: A3 corroded for 96 hours at SO°c. Severe pits are marked a), Cluster of A
particles marked b), cavity marked c), and general pits marked d).
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Figure B.3: B2 corroded for 96 hours at 50°C. Severe pits are marked a), general pits
marked b).
Figure B.4: B3 corroded for 96 hours at 50°C. Pits too far away to become severe are
marked a), general pits marked b).
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Figure B.5 Cu2 corroded for 96 hours at 50°C.
Figure B.6 Cu3 corroded for 96 hours at 50°C.
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Figure B7 Cu4 corroded for 96 hours at So°e.
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